It seems that « Time has Gone » is a title for many arcane songs by obscure bands. One of
them – « My Time has Gone » – by the prettily named Pussywarmers is a sad meditation on the
dashed hopes of childhood and teenage years, at some point all the more threatened that
there’s not much time before « I’ll pass away ».
This randomly picked up song nicely summarizes what « Time has Gone » sounds to me, from
its nihilist flavor to its bitter-sweet positivity (the end — or the ruin — of the world or the end
of what we wanted to end ; like when we discussed how this festival could or should reflect on
the Hollywoodian « Time’s Up » movement against sexual harassment). « Time has Gone »
sounds like the too expected title of too many expected songs. But there is also something
universal in it that makes me love it as the title of an exhibition.
If time and photography are so obviously related, let’s explore this relation again and further:
materially, conceptually, and — this will be the most important thing to me — in a way of
building a show together that fits with our ethics: working to put an end to what we don’t want
and to keep alive what we wish will never disappear. Time has gone.
Time is fluid and for each of us it passes at different paces and rhythms. Once in a while the
stream seems to freeze and at other times, we bemoan that a particular fragment of time that
we had wished to keep within our grasp is now in the past. Every now and then we also yearn
for the ability to accelerate the present or perhaps a future that we fear. Time however is not a
continuum that evolves in synchronisation with space.
Without warning a memory or glimpse of what could happen, embraces us dearly, haunts us
unexpectedly, overbears us and at times compels us to overcome time in order to move on.
One permanently experiences formations of layers of temporality in which scenes from the
past fuse with the current moment, and a time that has been absent from our psyche for
decades can astonishingly feel more present and real than the now.
I guess, we all live in temporary realities in which the relation of the past to the present is not at
all purely temporal but determines our inner conditions and our perspective on the world.
Photography has the unique quality of visualising this beautiful abstraction of time and the
inherent ambiguity between a collective and a very intrinsic dimension of the past. What I have
always loved about visual art is the polyphony that emerges from the sudden illumination of an
image: For while the relation of the present to the past is a purely temporal, continuous one, the relation of
what-has-been to the now is dialectical: is not progression but image, suddenly emergent. (Walter Benjamin,
Awakening, Arcades Project, 462, N2a, 3)
-

"Cette brume insensée où s'agitent des ombres, comment pourrais-je l'éclaircir ?" This is how
French author Georges Perec, quoting his fellow poet Raymond Queneau, describes the past, in
the epigraph of his novel W ou le Souvenir d'enfance. Unusual in its construction, the book
intertwines fiction and non-fiction with both narratives told in the first person, confusing past
and present. Interestingly, the main character, Gaspard, while confessing an irremediable
forgetfulness—he has no recollections of his childhood—expresses a comfort in his lack of
"history." No clouds in his sky, I presume.
I have come to read Gaspard as Queneau’s and Perec’s nemesis of sorts. Nodding at the
writers, this year’s LagosPhoto took the stand of looking at the past in the eyes. Affirming that
time has gone, we acknowledge. Our statement says: there was and we know it.
Yet we fear the tendency to bask (or drown) in the pool of shadows. Instead, we decided to
ponder on distance. Using the past perfect, “time has gone” opens a tiny window. Aware of
what was, we voluntary highlight the space that lies between the then and the now. Isn’t it, after
all, the exact space in which photography lies, fixing in the present something that is already
gone…
I consider time as a fixed factor in human civilization. If anything, it is humans that are
variable, coming and going over several millennia. Our lives are like intermittent points on a
fixed line. The fact of our mortality, and perhaps the speed of modern life, makes it possible
for us to consider the urgent nature of our existence. For me, to articulate the idea of passing
time in relation to an exhibition, and to artistic output in general is to consider what’s
momentous, and therefore urgent. How do works of art illuminate, perhaps sublimate, the
urgency of time?
In addition, if artists express the urgent, do they do so because they realize that they must seize
on an opportunity, once and for all? This might be especially so for artists who work in relation
to life lived on the margins and in wretched conditions. It is promising to think about art that
is mindful of the portentous.
There is an additional way to consider the passage of time: Photography is a record of timepast, or evidence of a fragment of a time that is past. But it also has the capacity, through
artistic conceit, to create the blueprint of an imagined world. The simplest way to say this
would be that “photography freezes time.” A more complex articulation would be that in
photography, although time has gone, it has also been passed on for present and future use.
Because of this photography can make an utopic idea of the world a norm.
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